Purpose:

In transportation and distribution systems, the shipment decisions, fleet capacity, and storage capacity are interrelated in a complex way, especially when we take into account uncertainty of the demand rate and shipment lead time. While shipment planning is tactical or operational in nature, increasing storage capacity often requires top management’s authority. This paper presents a new way to integrate both operational and strategic decision parameters, namely shipment planning and storage capacity decision under uncertainty. The ultimate goal is to provide a near optimal solution that leads to a striking balance between the total logistics costs and product availability, critical in maritime logistics of bulk shipment of commodity items.

Design / Methodology:

We use simulation as research method. We develop a simulation model to investigate the effects of various factors on costs and service levels of a distribution system. The model mimics the transportation and distribution problems of bulk cement in a major cement company in Indonesia consisting of a silo at the port of origin, two silos at two ports of destination, and a number of ships that transport the bulk cement. We develop a number of ‘what-if’ scenarios by varying the storage capacity at the port of origin as well as at the ports of destinations, number of ships operated, operating hours of ports, and dispatching rules for the ships. Each scenario is evaluated in terms of costs and service level. A full factorial experiment has been conducted and ANOVA has been used to analyze the results.

Findings:

The results suggest that the number of ships deployed, silo capacity, working hours of ports, and the dispatching rules of ships significantly affect both total costs and service level. Interestingly, operating fewer ships enables the company to achieve almost the same service level and gaining substantial cost savings if constraints in other part of the system are alleviated, i.e., storage capacities and working hours of ports are extended.

Practical Implications:

Cost is a competitive factor for bulk items like cement, and thus the proposed scenarios could be implemented by the company to substantially reduce the transportation and distribution costs. Alleviating storage capacity constraint is obviously an idea that needs to be considered when optimizing shipment planning alone could not give significant improvements.

Originality / Value:

Existing research has so far focused on the optimization of shipment planning/scheduling, and considers shipment planning/scheduling as the objective function whilst treating the storage capacity as constraints. Our simulation model enables ‘what-if’ analyses to be performed and has overcome the difficulties and impracticalities of analytical methods especially when the system incorporates
stochastic variables exhibited in our case example. The use of efficient frontier analysis for analyzing the simulation results is a novel idea which has been proven to be effective in screening non-dominated solutions. This has provided us with near optimal solutions to trade-off logistics costs and service levels (availability), with minimal experimentation times.
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Introduction

Reducing logistics costs has been a major issue in many industries, especially those dealing with relatively low value commodities such as construction materials, cement, fertilizer and oil, where the logistics costs could make up a substantial percentage of the total cost of goods sold. One way of reducing this cost is by improving the efficiency of the transportation and distribution processes that ultimately achieve better economies of scale. This is fulfilled, for instance, by moving them in bulks using large-scale transporters, often by the use of maritime line operations (Al-Khayyal & Hwang, 2007; Christiansen et al., 2011; Dauzère-Pérès et al., 2007; Siswanto et al., 2011) and then stored them in large quantity (Christiansen et al., 2011; Pantuso et al., 2014) using large tanks or silos.

While reducing transportation cost is important, it is equally critical to maintain high product availability in the market. Stock-outs could result in customer dissatisfaction and in the long run could cost the company in terms of losing the market share. The trade-off between product availability and transportation cost in the context of low value goods transported via maritime lines is known to be a hard and complex problem due to its low visibility, high uncertainties and long delay (Christiansen et al., 2006; Christiansen et al., 2013; Panayides, 2006).

Both logistics costs and product availability are affected by shipment planning and storage capacity. Shipment planning deals with decisions of which items or which ship to depart from the point of origin to the point of destination. There is a large body of literature discussing shipment planning and scheduling, most of them are in the area of optimization. Persson and Göthe-Lundgren (2005), for example, presented a model of shipment planning of oil from refineries to depot. Christiansen et al., (2011) developed model and solution procedure for shipment planning of multi-product cement from producing factory to regional silos. Some other publications integrated shipment planning or scheduling with other decisions. For example, some authors integrated routing decisions with inventory decisions (for example, Coelho et al., 2012; Song & Furman, 2014).

There is a strong interplay between shipment planning and storage capacity decisions in the logistics of bulk items. However, the influence of storage capacity in shipment planning is recognized in only a few earlier studies. Stacey et al. (2007) suggest that storage space clearly has a significant effect on both the routing and inventory decisions in the context of inbound transportation. In the maritime transportation of bulk items, such interplay is even more evident. If a ship is dispatched too late, then there could be an out-of-stock
situation at the destination. Conversely, if dispatched too early, then the ship could arrive when the silo is unavailable (full or almost full), which prevents the unloading process to commence immediately after the ship arrives resulting in lower ship utilization and higher shipping costs. The problems is further exacerbated by the uncertainty of the docks’ availability and schedules of other ships arriving at the same ports, problems with weather that may affect the unloading process and the limited working hours at the ports (i.e., some ports are not working 24 hours a day).

In such a circumstance, the critical decision is not only about obtaining the ‘best’ schedules of ship departure from the port of origin, but also to determine the appropriate capacity of storage at the port of origin as well as ports of destination. Small storage is generally cheaper to build and operate, but it may lower the ship productivity because ships often have to wait for unloading. Service level may also be affected as silo capacity is directly related to the ability to maintain the buffer stock. As pointed out by Ronen (2002), in the maritime transportation, inventory and storage at both ends should be taken into account. At the port of origin, smooth production needs to be ensured, and equally, at the port of destination, the bottleneck due to the inadequate capacity of the storage that potentially disrupts the unloading process has to be minimized.

Shipping decisions are typically tactical or operational in nature, and deal with issues such as determining the number of ships to operate and the dispatching rules of the ships. Decisions about storage capacity, on the other hand, tend to be strategic in nature (Manzini and Bindi, 2009) as they involve large capital investments (Ronen, 2002) and usually require the authority of the board of directors, and trading-off the two decisions under uncertainty (distinctive in bulk shipment of commodity items) is challenging.

While a large body of literature has been discussing about shipment planning and ship scheduling, there are at least two major issues that require further attentions. First, the majority of publications addressing the maritime transportation problems (see for example Ronen, 2002; Dauzère-Pérès *et al.*, 2007; Siswanto *et al.*, 2011; Natarajarathinam *et al.*, 2012) deal with ship planning or scheduling, while treating the storage capacities (merely) as constraints. This is in contrast to our premise that decisions about shipment planning and capacity decision should be integrated. Second, most of the optimization models related to shipment planning and ship scheduling consider deterministic situation. In reality, these decisions are complex and characterized by highly uncertain situation and hence, a model that is able to handle uncertainties related to demand, travel times, and operations at ports is necessary.
Our research is an attempt to fill the above gaps by presenting a model that integrates shipment planning and storage capacity decisions under uncertainty that will lead to a striking balance between the costs and product availability, critical in maritime logistics of bulk shipment of commodity items. We chose the simulation study as a research method based on a premise that simulation is a worthwhile, proven technique to assess various design alternatives especially when the system to be analyzed is operating in a highly uncertain environment (Teixeira et al., 2012) and when analytical techniques are difficult to implement especially if the system incorporates stochastic variables (exhibited in our case example). The simulation model is a representation of a cement producer in Indonesia and the research problems addressed in this paper is motivated by the issues they encountered in the maritime transportation and physical distributions of bulk cement. Although industry-specific, this type of problem structure is representative in other industries such as oil, fertilizer, and other bulk items, which will somewhat lead to a generic research insight.

System Description

Indonesia is a very complex country in terms of logistics and transportation. With over 17000 islands, total territorial area of about 5.19 millions square kilometers and sea makes up about 2/3 of the territorial area, the maritime transports are obviously a vital mode for Indonesian logistics. There is a huge challenge in managing transportation and logistics in Indonesia not only because the country is complex geographically but also because of the poor logistical infrastructure (Russ et al., 2005; de Souza et al., 2007). Long delay in ports is one of the major components of the transportation costs. Our anecdotal observations in Indonesian context suggest that in maritime transport, the percentage of delay and waiting time could be somewhere between 40% - 60% of the ship cycle time.

In this study, we have selected a large cement company in Indonesia as a reference case for developing our simulation model. The choice was based on the fact that this company is one of the largest enterprises in Indonesia and the problems we incorporate in the simulation model could exist in many other companies, especially those handling bulk items.

The company that we model in this study produces cement to serve vast market across the Indonesian archipelago. The products are distributed in the form of packages or bulk. The bulk cement is transported by ships from the port of origin which is located within the
vicinity of the plant, hereby referred to as Port A, to the two ports of destination, called Port B and Port C respectively. Before loaded onto the ship, the bulk cement is first stored in a silo. The loading rate at Port A is about 400 tons per hour and the working hour is typically between 7 am to 7 pm or 12 hours a day.

Port B and Port C have one 11,000-ton silo each. Upon arrival, the ship will unload the bulk cement onto the silo with a rate of 300 tons per hour. Each silo will serve the demand from the local distributors and retailers in the area covered by the packing plant. The packing plant packs the bulk cement into 40-kg or 50-kg sacks. Daily demand is stochastic following a certain probability distribution. From the historical data, the demand of the packing plant in Port B is significantly lower than that of Port C. As the unloading rate could be higher than the demand rate, it is important to have enough space inside the silo at the time the unloading commences to ensure the cement can be completely unloaded from the ship.

Figure 1 illustrates the configuration of the logistics system.

![Figure 1. Logistics system configuration.](image)

When a ship arrives at the port of destination, there are a number of possibilities that may occur. First, the ship may directly unload its consignment if (i) the inventory in the silo is below a certain level; (ii) at least one unloading dock is available; and (iii) no weather-related problems that might prevent the unloading process. If any of these conditions is not met, the ship has to wait until all constraints are relieved. From our field study, waiting time has been a major part of the time spent by the vessels. In this specific case, the percentage of waiting time throughout the movement cycle is about 60% to 70% of the total vessel time.

To deliver the product, the company currently charters six heterogeneous ships under the time-charter scheme, each with different chartering rate and capacity. Because the
company charters ships based on time, deciding the departure time is not considered as a major problem by the company; as long as ship is available, they will load the cement and the ship immediately departs to the port of destination irrespective of the inventory on hand and in transit toward the port of destination. However, although incurring almost the same demurrage cost to the company wherever it happens, from the perspective of flexibility, waiting at the port of origin is probably better than at the ports of destination.

In our scenario, we take into account the on-hand inventory and in-transit inventory when deciding the departure time of a ship. This is done by setting up a point of inventory under which the shipment should be done, similar to the reorder point in inventory management (Silver et al., 1998). More specifically, shipment is only made when the total amount of the on-hand inventory and in-transit inventory is inadequate to satisfy the demand during the transportation lead time. We refer this point to as the Reshipment Point (RSP) which can be obtained by calculating the demand during lead time at the percentile of the desired service level. The shipment policy will then be “to assign a ship up to its full capacity to the port of destination where on-hand and in-transit inventory is less than or equal to its RSP”. The demand at the percentile of 98% is 1,650 ton/day and 4,750 ton/day for Port B and Port C respectively. Figure 2 illustrates the daily demand distribution at Port C. We take an optimistic cycle time of about 4.5 days to ship to Port B and 5 days to ship to Port C, the RSP for Port B is 7,312 tons and for Port C is 23,750 tons. If the cycle time is constant, the above RSP would give almost 100% service level. Given that the cycle time is highly variable, the service level would be much lower. Our initial simulation experiments show that the above RSP provide about 97% - 98% service level, which is quite close to the performance of the existing system. If there is a possibility to obtain the distribution of demand during the cycle time, then a better way of setting RSP is to obtain the desired percentile from the distribution of demand during the cycle time.
Outline of Research Methodology

We use simulation as research methodology. We adapted the standard simulation methodology in this study (see for example Law & Kelton (2000) for the suggested steps in a simulation study). Simulation has been considered as an appropriate research method for modelling and experimenting complex system, including logistics and supply chain problems, where ‘what-if’ analysis is necessary (Terzi & Cavalieri, 2004). Furthermore, simulation models are often used when the characteristics of the supply chain are impractical and difficult to model with analytical approaches (Riddals et al., 2000) or when the systems incorporates stochastic variables and uncertainty, for instance in the case of complex inventory problems (Fleish and Tellkamp, 2005).

There are a number of major steps carried out in this study. Figure 3 shows the four major steps where each will be explained in the following sections. The first is developing the simulation model that started with the observation of real system, understanding the process, and collecting data for input parameters. In any simulation study, it is necessary to ensure that the model reflects the real system and the simulation logics works properly (Kleijnen, 1995; Sargent, 2013). Our second step, therefore, was verification and validation of the simulation model. The third step was running the experiments following the full factorial design with five replications for each treatment. Full factorial is a type of experimental design where all combination of factors are considered (Montgomery, 1997). The experimental results were used to evaluate which factors that have significant impacts on the two response variables (cost and service level) by the use of ANOVA. The efficient frontier curve was then
constructed based on the results of all experiments. The idea of using frontier analysis is to identify few solutions that lie in the frontier line, that is, the solutions that give competitive results in terms of cost and service level. After obtaining few non-dominated solution alternatives, we did extensive experiments with 30 replications each. This enables us to construct the frequency distribution of cost and service level for each non-dominated alternative. The frequency distribution of the cost and service level is a critical information when the system works under uncertain situation. It informs us how uncertainty transforms into variations of the system performance. The details of each step will be elaborated in the following sections.

**Figure 3.** Outline of major research steps

**Model Development**

The fundamental notion of the process model developed in this study is to attain the demand fulfillment and striking a balance between the demands at each packing plant and the
products delivered from port of origin to the packing plant located at port of destination. While the products are flowing downstream, the ships move in both downstream and upstream directions, following a closed-loop path.

Figure 4 illustrates the activities of a ship in one complete cycle. Starting from a stationary position at the port of origin, the first activity is “wait for depot port” to go to one of the ports of destination. Once assigned, the ship will go through the so called a pre-time state which includes such activities as connecting with tug boat, preparing necessary documents, etc. Once it is done, the ship may need to wait for the depot silo at the port of origin to be ready for loading. When the silo is ready, the loading process may start. After completing the loading process, the ship will undergo the so called post-time in depot. If the weather permits, then the ship may depart, otherwise the ship has to wait. Statistically, there is a seven percent chance that a ship has to wait due to weather concerns.

When a ship arrives at the port of destination, it may directly unload the bulk cement onto the silo provided if the ship arrives within the working hour of the port, there are no weather problems, the unloading dock is available, and the empty space inside the silo exceeds a certain minimum level. The last condition is important to ensure that the unloading process is completed before the silo becomes full. A simple mathematics applies for this purpose. Suppose that $D$ is demand rate, $U$ is unloading rate from ship to silo, $SC$ is ship capacity, the minimum empty space inside the silo to start unloading would be $SC \left(1 - \frac{D}{U}\right)$.

Once the unloading process is completed, the ship will go back to the port of origin (Port A). The pre-time and post-time activities also apply in the port of destinations. In this model, some ships are dedicated to Port C only and some others can be assigned to any of the two ports of destination.
The simulation flowchart is shown in Figure 4. The distribution and parameter values of each activity are obtained from the empirical data provided by the cement company. We first attempted to fit the data to the theoretical probability distributions. As shown in Figure 4, some of the processes follow the normal distribution, while others follow exponential, lognormal, and triangular distributions. In the simulation model, we generated the activity time according to those distribution. ARENA® has been used to build the simulation model.

In general, the model can be divided into a number of sub-models, including:

- **Ship activities** which are the main model that governs the ship activities throughout the cycle.
- **Hourly-based events** which perform activities that are defined as hourly events including (i) inventory replenishment in a depot, (ii) demand fulfillment in the packing plants, (iii) ship dispatching, and (iv) clock counter updating.
- **Daily based events** that perform activities defined as daily events which include (i) generating daily demand, (ii) updating service level, (iii) reporting demand and inventory position.

- **Periodical based events** that handle the process of periodically writing simulation outputs into a spreadsheet.

These sub-models play important roles either for modeling or reporting purposes. In addition to the sub-models, a simulation dashboard has been constructed to facilitate experimentation and monitoring purposes.

The general steps in the simulation model are as follows. The more detailed process is presented in the form of a flowchart, shown in Figure 5:

**Step 1.** Initialization of stock on hand, stock in transit and ship in transit

**Step 2.** Generate demand in each market area covered by each packing plant

**Step 3.** Update stock position in silo of destination. Stock position = stock on hand + stock in transit. If stock position is less than RSP go to step 4, otherwise go to step 2.

**Step 4.** Ship available in port of origin? If yes, then assign shipment. Otherwise, hold the ship.

**Step 5.** Generate time of all activities to be followed by the ship. When ship is departed, update ship in transit and stock in transit. Stock in transit = stock in transit + ship capacity.

**Step 6.** Ship arrives at port of destination? If yes, then check the constraints. Any condition that holds ship? If yes, then wait. Otherwise, unload.

**Step 7.** While unloading, update inventory on-hand and inventory in-transit. Update ship status. When unload is done, return the ship to port of origin.

**Step 8.** Ship arrives back? If yes, then update ship status. Return to step 2.

We use the two most important performance measures of logistics, i.e. average cost per ton and service level. These two performance measures are widely recognized as two most important indicators that have been used in distribution management (Farahani & Elahipanah, 2008); in supply chain planning (Gupta & Maranas, 2003); and in supply chain design (Christopher & Towill, 2001). Average costs consist of investment costs of constructing
additional silos and shipping costs, calculated for a certain period of time, given by the following expressions:

\[
Cost \text{ per } \text{ton} = \frac{\text{investment cost (IC)} + \text{shipment cost (SC)}}{\text{total amount of shipments (AS)}}
\]

where

\[IC = \text{number of additional silos } \times \text{Investment cost per silo } \times AF\]

Where AF is the constant used to convert the present value of the investment cost to its annual equivalent under a certain assumption of economic life and interest rate. In this study we have assumed that the economic life of a silo is 20 years and the annual interest rate is 12%. In this study, we ignore the additional inventory holding cost as a result of the increase in silo capacity due to its trivial contribution to the logistics costs. Our rough calculation suggests that the increase in inventory holding cost due to adding silo capacity is less than 0.1% of product cost. The inventory holding cost should already include cost of capital of inventory tied up in the storage, physical depreciation, storage and handling, obsolescence, taxes, and insurance (Ballou, 1999). In other situation where the portion of inventory holding cost is substantial, it should be included in the calculation of total cost.

Shipment costs consist of two different rates applicable for both off-road (non-moving) and on-road (moving) times of the vessels. During the on-road time, the chartering rate includes the fuel cost (full chartering rate). When off-road, the chartering rate only includes payment for ship owner (off-road chartering rate). The mathematical expression of the shipping costs is as follows:

\[SC = ORC \times ORT + FCR \times FCT\]

where ORC is the off-road chartering rate, ORT is duration of the off-road time, FCR is full chartering rate, and FCT is the duration of on-road time. The average cost per ton is thus the total cost given by the above expression divided by the total volume shipped during the corresponding period.

Service level is the measure of stock availability at each destination. Given that we have two ports of destination with different demand rates, we aggregate service level of the two locations as follows:
\[ SL = \left( \frac{DB}{TD} \right) \times SLB + \left( \frac{DC}{TD} \right) \times SLC \]

where DB is the demand at Port B, DC is the demand at Port C, TD is the total demand, SLB is the service level at Port B, and SLC is the service level at Port C. The service level itself can be obtained by dividing the number of days at a particular port without stock-out by the total number of days in one year, expressed as follows:

\[ SLB = \frac{\text{number of days without stockout in } B}{\text{number of days in one year}} \]

**Verification and Validation**

Verification and validation are the two critical steps in a simulation study (Kleijnen, 1995; Sargent, 2013). Verification ensures that the logic of the simulation model works as intended, while validation ensures that the model represents the real system. In this simulation study, model verification and validation were performed before running the experiments. Verification was performed by examining several simulation processes separately to check whether the model behaves according to its design or all variables were updated to their new values correctly. More specifically, we examined a number of procedures including: (i) the procedure for ship assignment (checking that ship is assigned if the stock position is below the RSP); (ii) the calculation of service level (assuring that our manual calculation produced the same results as that of the software); (iii) cycle time calculation (ensuring that it has been computed correctly by the software). Validation was carried out by statistically comparing the cycle times and cost per ton of the output of scenario 0 (that represents the initial condition) and the corresponding data obtained from the company. Both verification and validation demonstrate that the simulation model was appropriately developed and reasonably credible.
Figure 5. Flowchart of the simulation model
Experiments

In this study we attempted to find alternative ways to reduce the logistics costs while maintaining an acceptable service level. We believed that there is an interrelationship between the capacity of silo at the port of origin, the number (and hence the total capacity) of ships, and the capacity of silo at the port of destination. We may treat those three stages as interconnected activities that should have balanced capacity in order to improve the throughput, i.e. to fulfill the demand at the lowest possible cost. However, given the complexity of the problem, how those factors interact one another are not obvious and therefore simulation experiments would be required.

We use a full factorial experimental design in this study. This type of factorial design is most efficient in a study of the effects of two or more factors (Montgomery, 1997). In the context of experimental design, factors refer to input parameters and structural assumptions while responses refer to the output performance measures (Law & Kelton, 2000). In this study we investigate four factors where each corresponds to possible changes in the operations of the logistics systems, namely:

1. **Reducing the number of ships**, which will directly reduce the transportation costs, but it may also reduce the service level. Therefore, we wanted to determine the minimum number of ships we employ to meet such an acceptable service level. As shown in Table 1, we include 3 levels of “number of ships”, namely 6, 5, and 4.

2. **Increasing the storage capacity at the port of origin and at one of the ports of destination** (in this case the silo at Port C because of its high demand and large proportion of ship waiting). This will obviously increase the storage costs and for this purpose, we have estimated the annual cost for silo investment and then distributed this cost across the total logistics cost. The two alternatives of silo capacity are: (i) 11,000 tons, which is the current capacity level and (ii) twice the current capacity, which means that the company has to build an additional silo at the same capacity as the existing one.

3. **The use of RSP**, that is, dispatching ship only if the inventory position, that is, the on-hand inventory in the silo plus the in-transit inventory falls below the reshipment points (RSP). This is in contrast to the current practice where any available ship is loaded and dispatched (i.e. the RSPs have unlimited values). The use of RSP is expected to improve the overall performance of the system as any ship waiting at the
port of origin offers better flexibility compared to a ship waiting at the port of destination.

4. **Ports are operating longer each day.** Currently some ports are operating only 12 hours a day. We would like to test the impacts of extending the working hour at each port to 24 hours a day non-stop. This is expected to reduce waiting time of ships in all ports and therefore would have a substantial impact on the distribution cost per ton of product.

We designed a full factorial simulation experiment. As shown in Table 1, there are five factors included in the experiments, each with two or three levels, giving a total of 48 experimental cells or treatments. The number of replications in each experimental cell is five, leading to 240 individual experiments. ARENA® process analyzer was used to help setting the parameters in each treatment. In addition, we also run experiments for further four selected treatments to obtain insights on how each of these leads to different performances (costs and service level).

Table 1 is about here

**Analysis of Results**

**ANOVA for Significance Tests**

The simulation results in terms of cost per ton and service level have been analyzed. Table 2 shows the percentage difference in average cost per ton for each experimental treatment compared to the base model that represents the current state. In Table 3 we present the same format for the service level. Note that the current state is represented by NS = 6, OT = 12, RS = 1, DE = 1, and PC=1. For the base model, the absolute value of cost per ton is 220 thousands of rupiah and the service level is 97%. ANOVA (Analysis of variance) test has been conducted to evaluate the impacts each factor gives on each of the two performance measures. The principle of ANOVA test is to statistically compare the effect of different treatments bring on the performance measure (Montgomery, 1997). When the means are statistically different, then varying the treatment of the corresponding factor significantly affects the performance. The use of ANOVA to identify the factors that significantly affect the performance of a system has been widely used in manufacturing and supply chain
research, including for example Ho (2002), Frohlich & Westbrook (2001) and Yeung et al. (2006).

Tables 4 and 5 present the results of the ANOVA test for the main effect and the two-way interactions. All factors have significant impact on both total costs and service level which is shown by the small values (less than 5%) of significance level. Most interactions are also significant. For example, for both cost and service level, all interactions involving the number of ships (NS) are shown to be significant. This means that the effect of number of ships on the total costs and service level is affected by all other factors.

One of the most obvious findings is that reducing the number of ships decreases both average cost per ton as well as the service level. This is because we applied the time-charter assumption for all ships. The cost reduction could be as high as 20% to 23% if the number of ships is reduced from six to four and the working time of ports is increased to 24 hours. Reducing the number of ships to five gave about 11% to 14% difference in terms of total costs. On the other hand, reducing the number of ships would reduce service level up to about 7%, but such a decrease could be moderated or even prevented if storage capacities are extended (see Table 3). In the ANOVA tables (Tables 4 and 5), the significance of effect of the number of ships operating is zero for both service level and costs, confirming that the number of ships is significantly affecting both service level and costs.

From Table 3 it can also be seen that the use of four ships will not deliver the acceptable service level if the ports are working for 12 hours. However, with the 24 hours operating time and by extending the storage capacity to 22,000 tons, it would be possible to achieve almost the same service level as the current state, which is about 97%. When the number of ships is decreased to five, some treatments show reduction in service level which
is represented by negative values but there are many other treatments that could deliver better service level. Improvement in service level is particularly achievable when the storage capacities (both at Port A and Port C) are extended to 22,000 tons. This means that it is possible to reduce costs and improve service level at the same time even if the number of ships is reduced. Nonetheless, this should be coupled with higher storage capacities along the distribution network. This finding is in line with our initial conjecture.

Overall, the impact of extending the working hour from 12 to 24 is significant in terms of costs and service level although the results also suggest that its impact on cost is more apparent than that on service level. When four or five ships were employed, the total average showed about 3% reduction in cost due to the extension in working hour, but such a reduction is only about 1.3% when there were six ships used. This implies that working time extension is more important when the number of ships is lower. The ANOVA table also confirms the interaction effect between operating time and number of ships on cost as well as on service level.

Table 5 is about here

The reshipment point (RSP) has a significant effect on both cost and service level. This is in fact an interesting discovery. The idea of setting up an RSP value is to avoid a ship waiting too long at the port of destination due to insufficient empty space in the silo at the time the ship arrives. A ship is departed to a destination only if the inventory position at the port of destination is equal or below the RSP value. This supports our premise that it is better to hold ships at the port of origin until the stock at the port of destination reaches the reshipment point rather than dispatching the ships whenever they are available. Unlike adding the silo capacity which is an expensive investment, the use of RSP is essentially a modification of the dispatching rule which does not cost the company anything.

*Efficient Frontier Analysis*

The trade-off between cost and service level is well known in logistics, however, such a relationship is obvious when we varied the level of inventory under uncertain supply and
demand, i.e., higher inventory normally results in higher service level. A clear cost and
service level trade-off also exists in location problems, i.e., establishing more facilities add
costs but bring products closer to customers (Shen & Daskin, 2005). In the maritime logistics
context, there exists some trade-offs between cost and service level. For example, Fagerholt
(2010) evaluated the trade-off between customer service and cost in a ship scheduling
problem.

In this study we suspected that there is also a strong trade-off between costs and
service level. The reason is that, when we invested in a higher storage capacity, there should
be a higher stock availability, but there is also a cost associated with this investment. On the
other hand, the decision to reduce the number of ships would reduce costs but result in a
lower stock availability. Given that there are many interrelated factors, the trade-off is not
obvious and some complex interactions emerge, for example, port operating hours that also
affect the service level. There is a case of higher service level attained by extending
operations time to 24 hours even if the silo capacity is lower.

Efficient frontier analysis is a popular technique to find non-dominated alternatives in
a multi-criteria decision making. In the context of logistics and supply chain problems the
efficient frontier analysis has been used, for example, in logistics network design that
consider both environmental and business objectives (Frota Neto et al, 2008). In Figure 6,
we plot the cost per ton (vertical) against the service level (horizontal) for each experiment.
Note that each color in Figure 6 represents a treatment. The general pattern shows that there
is a correlation between cost and service level, i.e., higher service level is achieved with
higher costs. From this figure we can also identify the approximate frontier line that connects
the most competitive options (which is shown by the dotted curve at the bottom part of the
graph). The points which are far from the frontier curve are dominated options. The frontier
curve can be used to guide the cost and service level targets for the company.

It is interesting to see which combination of levels that leads to the efficient frontiers
and which ones that are mostly dominated. It is important to note, however, that there should
be a lower limit of acceptable service level. The current state is shown in scenario 0 where
inside the circle there are five observations, each from a single replication. It is obvious that
scenario 0 is dominated by many other scenarios. In this instance, we are particularly
interested in three other scenarios (3, 23, and 39) which lie around the frontier line and the
results among different replications do not exhibit much variability. There are also some
other experiments that are quite close to the frontier line but they exhibit quite large variability among replications. For example, some replications of scenario 19 look quite competitive but other replications are not. In the following sub-section we will explore further the distribution of service level and costs for the four chosen scenarios.

**Frequency Distribution of Cost and Service Level of Non-Dominated Alternatives**

As transport is a vital part of a supply chain, uncertainty in transport operations would ultimately affects the ability of a supply chain to respond to the demands (Rodrigues *et al.*, 2010). The more uncertain the situation is, the more difficult it would be for a company to achieve consistent performance or to achieve the desired objectives (van der Vorst & Beulens, 2002). In this study we modeled a situation characterized by high uncertainty. First, the demand at each silo is stochastic. Second, the ship movement is encountering uncertainties in almost any stage of the process cycle. For example, at the time a ship arrives at the port of destination, there maybe a weather problem that prevents it to dock and unload the bulk cement. In the case of weather problems, the waiting time could be substantially longer which then affects the cycle time, cost and service level.

Under uncertain situation, it would be useful to understand the variation in the system performance. Therefore, it is insufficient to only observe the average value of the cost and service level as shown in Tables 2 and 3, but the differences in the cost and service level from one replication to the other should be observed. Ideally cost and service level profile is represented in the form of a frequency distribution. For this purpose, we run 30 replications of the four scenarios, one is representing the current state (scenario 0), and the other three are representing the competing points at the efficient frontier mentioned above, namely scenarios 3, 23, and 39. To improve clarity, Table 6 shows the definition of those 4 scenarios. Note that scenarios 3, 23, and 39 represent six, five, and four ships operating respectively.

**Table 6 is about here**

Figure 7 shows the distribution of cost per ton of the four scenarios. The results of the 30 replications for each scenario indicate that the three alternative scenarios (3, 23, and 39)
result in significantly lower cost per ton compared to the scenario 0. It is interesting to note that even though extending the silo capacity is costly, doing so will help the ships to move faster along the transportation cycle and thus results in lower overall costs. The distribution of service level is exhibited in Figure 8. Unlike the distribution of cost showing clear differences among the four scenarios, Figure 8 suggests that the profile of service level among those four scenarios is not showing significant differences, but a careful evaluation suggests that scenarios 3 and 23 gave better service level than scenarios 0 and 39. In deciding which of these would be the choice, managers need to think about the trade-off between cost savings and service level decrease. Would it be worthwhile to sacrifice about 10% in cost to achieve 1% higher in service level? If not, then the choice would be to opt for a lower service level to warrant the cost savings. In most of the cases, managers with modest risk aversion would likely avoid scenario 39. The choice could also be affected by the market structure. In a monopoly situation, typically there is not so much concern on a somewhat low service level, but certainly this is not the case in a highly competitive market. As suggested by Christopher & Towill (2001), each company may opt for a different strategy, i.e., whether cost or service level that become the market winning factor. Reflecting the case of the cement company in this study, cost is indeed a major concern, but achieving between 97% and 98% service level would be acceptable, indicating the preference toward scenario 3 or 23.
Figure 6. Cost-service level efficient frontier
Figure 7. Distribution of cost per ton of the four scenarios
Figure 8. Distribution of service level for the four scenarios
Discussion and Conclusion

This paper presents a simulation study of bulk cement distribution in Indonesia via the maritime transport from one port of origin to two ports of destination. We investigated five factors that we suspected to have impact on total costs and service level. We demonstrated that all factors have a significant effect on total costs as well as service level. Further observation showed that some interactions between factors also have significant impact on both performance measures. We plotted the trade-off between service level and costs. It is obvious that there is a correlation between cost and service level but some scenarios are obviously dominating others. The use of the efficient frontier of cost-service level has enabled us to obtain the candidates for our best scenario. Under uncertain environment, obtaining a consistent supply chain performance is important (van der Vorst & Beulens, 2002). The presence of uncertainty forces decision makers to work with buffers (van der Vorst & Beulens, 2002).

In a maritime transport, variability in transit time in a port requires higher safety stock at the receiving side (Harrison & Fichtinger, 2013). Hence, in order to provide a robust recommendation, the competing scenarios should be extensively compared based on various detailed performances, not only using their average values, but also variability of each performance indicator. In this study we have been able to show variability in logistics performance (i.e., cost and service level) of four selected scenarios by the use of frequency distribution.

When the charter time is applied for all ships, a sensible way of reducing the logistics cost is to reduce the number of ships. This idea was driven by the fact that the current level of congestion in ports is very high. This congestion problem is recognized widely in earlier studies related to maritime transport (for example Harrison & Fichtinger, 2013). However, reducing number of ships may have an impact on the service level. The simulation results suggest that the number of ships deployed, silo capacity, working hours of ports, and the dispatching rules of ships significantly affect both total costs and service level. Interestingly, operating fewer ships enables the company to achieve almost the same service level and gaining substantial cost savings if constraints in other part of the system are alleviated, i.e., storage capacities and working hours of ports are extended. This implies that any attempts to reduce costs should go beyond the shipment planning, toward a more holistic view to alleviate constraints in other parts of the system. However, it is important to note that such initiatives would require attention of a different management hierarchy in the organization. While shipment planning is tactical and operational in nature, adding storage capacity is often
a major investment that requires top management’s approval. Adding silos, even though a costly investment, however, could reduce the total costs due to faster ship turnaround from point to point. In a complex system connecting silos and ships with uncertain demand and travelling conditions, it is necessary to analyze the interplay between various factors (and decisions) in order to provide the best possible improvement idea.

This paper offers a new way of combining both strategic and operational decision parameters in the form of a simulation-based decision making tool. We demonstrated that, by using simulation modelling, the impracticality and difficulty of analytical methods especially when the system exhibit uncertainties and incorporates stochastic variables can be overcome. Simulation is a powerful tool that can help decision makers in evaluating different design alternatives that could lead to the determination of the most effective course of actions in a complex and uncertain environment like the one that we modeled in this study. The combination of simulation and the efficient frontier analysis (to screen the non-dominated solutions) provided us with best solutions with minimal experimentation times to trade-off logistics costs and service level (availability).

For future work, we intend to extend our study to include an investigation of the supply chain flexibility. Angkiriwang et al. (2014) suggested various strategies of flexibility that could be applied to deal with uncertainties. In this study, we tested a number of scenarios related to creating better supply chain flexibility. For example, the use of RSP has an implication on the system flexibility because ships that are available at the port of origin may be held up until the stock level at the port of destination reaches a certain level. Increasing the storage capacity is also a strategy that could improve supply chain flexibility. Another possible scenario is to increase the loading and unloading speed which could also potentially improve logistics performance. The impacts would not be obvious as speeding up unloading from vessel to silo has no point if the silo is full or almost full. In addition there is cost associated with acquisition of faster loading and unloading equipment and thus, such a complex interaction requires a simulation model to evaluate these alternatives.

Recently there is a growing concern on how to handle uncertainty in the design and operations of a supply chain (Pujawan et al., 2014). As suggested by Rodrigues et al., (2008; 2010), there is a growing interest on how to manage uncertainty not only from manufacturing perspective, but also from transportation point of view. Clearly our paper is contributing to the knowledge enrichment of uncertainty in transport operations and physical distributions.
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